
RPD
FULL AUTOMATIC POWDER MINERAL

AUTOMATION SYSTEM

10m3

5m3

Silo Options         : 5 m3 - 10 m3

Transfer Speed  : 50 kg / minute

Transfer Type   : Transferring with multi line robotic
distributors with 15–22–31–44 outputs

Weighing Accuracy : 1% or maximum 200 g resolution
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Control
Your

Factory.

The single address for all automation
needs of the textile industry.

You can watch our RD96 promotional 
video by scanning the QR code

on your mobile device.

ELIAR RD96

You can watch our TELESKOP 
promotional video by scanning the

QR code on your mobile device.

ELIAR TELESKOP

ELIAR DYEHOUSE
SUPERVISORY SOFTWARE

You can watch our ADW promotional 
video by scanning the QR code

on your mobile device.

ELIAR ADW

You can watch our RDD promotional 
video by scanning the QR code

on your mobile device.

ELIAR RDD

ELIAR FULL AUTOMATIC DYESTUFF KITCHEN

ELIAR FULL AUTOMATIC 
CHEMICAL KITCHEN



The powder mineral, which is weighed and dissolved in the RPD, is transferred to the Eliar 
multi-line robotic distribution system. By means of this robot, the system is connected 
simultaneously to the single line going to the dyeing machine to which the powder mineral 
solution will be transferred, and thus transfer is ensured without the risk of mixing. Each RPD 
silo transfers the powder minerals to each machine with individual lines, thanks to its unique 
robotic distribution unit.

THE FASTEST SOLUTION FOR ALL
POWDER MINERALS USED IN YOUR FACTORY

SALT SODA ASH SULPHATE

       CONTINUOUS DOSING IN ONE TIME 

With the power of its simultaneous weighing, dissolving 
and transfer technology, RPD completes the dosing 
process in one go, without portioning, regardless of the 
amount of powder mineral requested in your recipe. With 
RPD, 100 kg of powder mineral can be transferred to the 
dyeing machine within 2 minutes, and in direct proportion 
to this, 1.000 kg of powdered minerals are delivered to 
the dyeing machine in just 20 minutes. Without any limit, 
the entire silo capacity can be transferred at a constant 
speed of 50 kg/min with the same direct proportion.

       ELIAR MULTI-LINE DISTRIBUTION        
       TECHNOLOGY 

RPD is integrated with custom designed multi-line 
robotic distributors. There are two distribution unit 
options with 15 and/or 22 outputs. With the option to 
use an additional distribution unit, RPD meets the powder 
mineral distribution needs of 44 dyeing machines. With its 
multi-line robotic dispensing technology and just-in-time 
dispensing discipline, Eliar guarantees to send the right 
mineral to the right machine, at the right time, without 
any risk of contamination.

       PERFECT PROJECTS WITH EXPERT         
       ESTABLISHMENT IN THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY

Aligned with its vision for the future, with the awareness 
that the only way to progress is the triangle of qualified 
knowledge, qualified workforce and optimum cost, Eliar, 
thanks to its wide engineer staff specialized in their fields 
and the R&D center that directs technology, shares its 
deep application experience with you from the projects 
it has carried out in different parts of the world. During 
the selection and projecting of the most suitable powder 
mineral automation system, Eliar also cooperates you 
in every aspects of your automation project and with 
its technical team specialized in textile automation 
systems, takes the responsibility of all design, project and 
engineering works, installation stages and commissioning 
processes from the production of your project until the 
delivery stage and always offers you turn-key automation 
projects.

       REVOLUTIONARY WEIGHING PRINCIPLE

Thanks to 4 sensitive load cells integrated with each silo and 
working in integration with the dosing units, RPD continuously 
measures the mineral weight of the entire silo and its content. 
As soon as the powder mineral weighing request comes 
according to the dyeing recipe, RPD records the entire silo 
weight and activates the dosing unit. While the powder 
mineral is transferred to the dissolving unit, the total weight of 
the silo decreases as much as the transferred amount.

• 4 LOADCELL INTEGRATED IN EVERY SILO
• PRECISE AND FAST WEIGHING

        FULLY AUTOMATIC SILO FILLING TECHNOLOGY

Powder mineral filling to RPD silos is provided by customized 
intermediate loading tanks and flexible screw feeders for each 
silo. Thanks to the 250 liters intermediate loading tanks, the 
same operator can fill the silo of 3 different powder minerals 
with minimum effort. Thanks to specially designed screw 
feeders with enclosed construction, silo filling is carried out 
in the fastest and most efficient way without the risk of any 
dusting and petrification.

• INTERMEDIATE LOADING TANKS WITH 250 L VOLUME
• FILLING WITH FLEXIBLE SCREW FEEDERS

       SIMULTANEOUS WEIGHING, DISSOLVING      
       AND DISTRIBUTION PRINCIPLE
Regardless of the size of your enterprise, the raw material 
you will process and the dyeing method you apply, RPD is 
the most suitable solution for any fabric and yarn dyeing 
factory. With its customized stock silos and dissolving units, 
simultaneous weighing, dissolving and transfer capability, 
multi-line robotic dispensing principle, RPD simultaneously 
transfers salt, soda and sulphate to 44 different dyeing 
machines at a speed of 50 kg per minute, thus ensuring the 
accurate mineral to be sent to the right machine, in the right 
amount and with the right timing.

DESIGNED FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

Considering the high consumption amounts of powder 
minerals used in fabric and yarn dyeing processes, the long 
time and intensive labor required for their preparation, 
fully automatic weighing, dissolving and transfer of these 
minerals are very critical. As a result of incorrect calculations 
and under or over weighing which are frequently 
encountered in manual operations, your final product 
quality and repeatability will decrease, and your production 
costs will increase exponentially. In order to prevent all these 
problems, Eliar offers the fastest and most reliable powder 
mineral automation system, RPD to your service.

Depending on your preference, instead of the silo filling 
system with the flexible screw feeder, there is the option of 
the silo filling system with the big bag (excluding the crane 
equipment).

BIG BAG LOADING OPTION 

ELIAR
ROBOTIC
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

FLEXIBLE
SCREW FEEDER

INTERMEDIATE
LOADING TANK

DISPENSING TO THE
DYEING MACHINE

ADDITION TANK

       DISSOLVING WITH MINIMUM LIQUOR RATIO

RPD eliminates the need for powder minerals to be 
completely dissolved prior to the transfer. Thanks to 
its special pump, it can transfer the powder minerals in 
partially dissolved form to the dyeing machines. The 
powder mineral transferred from the silo by the dosing unit 
is mixed with a predetermined water ratio in the dissolving 
unit and transferred to the dyeing machine addition 
tank simultaneously. In this way, the liquor ratio in the 
dyeing processes can be kept constant after the powder 
mineral transfer. Thanks to this advantage of RPD in liquor 
ratio, powder mineral transfer is carried out without any 
problem even for your smallest sample dyeing machines. 

• ADJUSTABLE LIQUOR RATIO
• SUITABLE FOR EVERY CAPACITY OF DYEING MACHINE

You can watch our RPD promotional 
video by scanning the QR code

on your mobile device.


